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The Art Department gratefully acknowledges the support of the Barbara 
Fry English Memorial Fund. Established by Jack English, class of 1976, to 
perpetuate the memory of his late wife (an artist who died in 2005 following 
a battle with cancer), the fund supports Art Department programs including 
the Senior Thesis Art Exhibition.

The Thesis students want to express our gratitude towards the Art Department 
Faculty for their inspiration and guidance. We hope that our work may stand 
as a testament to their perseverance.

Due to ongoing safety concerns regarding the spread of COVID-19, attendance policies for 
the exhibition are updated frequently. Please contact Katy Collier, collierkg@guilford.edu, for 
current information.



 

As artists we accept responsibility to create — to realize our immense 
powers to change things, to fit things together in a new way …. To dream 
about a painting and not also to work at it doesn’t ever bring about a 
painting. To dream about creating a new world that is not teetering on  
the edge of total destruction and not to work at it doesn't make a  
peaceful world.
             - Corita Kent 

 Tim McElroy Sculpture
 Lily Wieleba Printmaking
 Julia de Wit Printmaking 
 Alana Harrelson Photography 
 Hazel Wechsler Painting 
 Emma Sarver Printmaking
 John Ellis Drawing
 Willow Stevenson Drawing and Ceramics
 Carolyn Worley Ceramics and Sculpture





Tim McElroy // Art 

First get the facts right then distort them at your leisure.
-Mark Twain

 I like the idea and humor of dysfunctional furniture, furniture that 
should be supporting people and comforting but pushes them 
away and makes them UNcomfortable. Rusty, wobbly, creaking 
and barely held together chairs tend to put people on the edge of 
their seat (pun intended). Using found objects helps distinguish 
each chair. Bringing in other manmade and urban objects into 
the conversation gives each its own kind of personality. Following 
the rules of chairs but also letting me “distort them at my leisure”.

Weirdly Normal (detail), oak and 
steel, 50” x 15” x 15”

Sad Buggy, steel and grey spray 
paint, 45” x 15” x 15”

STOP,  
oak, steel and 

salvaged stop sign,
50” x 15” x 15”



I am showing the places and people that I love through a medium that is almost as meaningful to me as the people 
and places themselves. My thesis is dedicated to Sarah Fauver and Lilly Price. Thank you for showing me the highest 
function of love.

Lily Wieleba // Art + History

Optimistic in  
West Virginia,  
etching, 7” x 11” 

3213 Brennan Drive, etching, 4” x 4”

Free, etching, 7” x 7”



I am working with images of reality in play with the fantastical. I want to explore symbolism and time, and the 
conjunction of both the metaphysical and physical worlds. 

Julia de Wit // Art 

Psychopomp I: The Bearer, relief print, 10” x 16”



The goal of my project, Generational Waste, is to tell my familial and personal story of stuff through photographs. 
I was brought up in an environment that showed extremes of overconsumption as normal, which led me to realize 
how it relates to society’s casual and constant hyperconsumerism. In my images, you see the stuff + me. That’s how 
it’s always felt. Through my work, I aim to show the world the negative impacts of overconsumption and the control 
it can have over our lives.

Alana Harrelson // Art + Environmental Studies 

Growth After Disaster 
(Swedish ivy growing 

amongst the melted rubber, 
plastic and back windshield 

shards from Uncle Dan’s 
van catching on fire), 

inkjet archival print, 16” x 
20”, detail

Layers in Dad’s Garage 
Where I Used to Play 
(Shelves lined with car 
parts. Leaning against his 
1970 Dodge Challenger 
T/A racecar. As a child, I 
would pump the brakes 
and ride along for free 
laps at racetracks. I 
remember the comforting 
smell of fuel whenever he’d 
run that old engine), 
inkjet archival print, 16” x 24”

Uncle Dan’s Rambler 
Before-and-After, May 28, 
2015 and February 8, 2021 

(He loved that car and  
his daughter wanted to 

take it back to Louisiana 
after his death but it 

burned in the fire), 
inkjet archival print, 30” x 20”



Hazel Wechsler // Art 

My large-scale paintings are emotional experiences 
made into physical scenes, ones you could imagine 
stepping into. I paint until things make sense to me. I am 
interested in the way art, in particular surrealism, can 
move us further into the truth of confusing feelings or 
dynamics and help explain them to ourselves and others 
in new ways.

So What Do I Owe You?,  
oil on canvas, 58” x 48” 

Walking on Eggshells but also Glass (End of July), 
oil and acrylic on canvas, 72’ x 48’



My large-scale print installations stem from photographs of my surroundings and are reminiscent of quilting 
techniques in their shapes and repetition. I want viewers to feel consumed when looking at my pieces — no matter 
where one looks, the patterns are all they will see.

Emma Sarver // Art 

Untitled, multi-block woodcut with chine-collé, 8’ x 5, detail’ 

Untitled, linocut reduction, 4’ x 2’ each, detail

Untitled, multi-block linocut with chine-collé, 4’ x 3’ each



My work explores different methods of abstraction through the repetition of lines and circles.  I strive to test the 
limits of repetitive mark making in an effort to serve as physical evidence of my relationship with a canvas and the 
extent to which my emotional state impacts the final image over time.  In this sense, a finished composition is the 
result of instinctual, process-oriented dashes and brushstrokes. 

John Ellis // Art

Sizzle Not the Steak (Sunfield), acrylic on canvas, 4.5’ x 9’



I am mesmerized by the Appalachian mountains of Western North Carolina and I started making pottery and 
animations to capture the aliveness and the magic of the landscape around me. The relationship between my 
animations and my ceramic vessels conveys the inextricable connections between humans and nature and the ways 
in which people affect the land and the ways in which land affects people. Clay is like a body, like a landscape. The 
animations projected onto my pottery create a digital glaze and bring a living breath to the clay.

Willow Stevenson // Art + Environmental Studies 

Dancing in the Mountains, still from animation,  
dimensions variable

Triptych, stoneware, 17” x 26” x 3”Animation projected onto vessel, stoneware, 16” x 12” x 3”



I harvest and process my own local “wild” clay, which I have 
located from time spent with nature. I then sculpt from the 
images embedded in my mind - the ones of my arms in a 
mirror, or of the roots twisting down into clay, or of the tree’s 
limbs dancing above. I wood fire my wild clay sculptures in a 
small train kiln. I work with the flames path and I love that 
the fire’s mark has the final say on the surface of my pieces. 
My process and my creations are meant to show you that we 
are all connected, that everything you touch is made of earth 
— including yourself. 

Carolyn Worley // Art 

Untitled, wild clay, 17” x 10” x 10”

Untitled, inkjet archival print, 18” x 24”



group photo

Left to right: John Ellis, Julia de Wit, Lily Wieleba, Emma Sarver, Carolyn Worley, Willow Stevenson, Alana Harrelson, Hazel Wechsler and Tim McElroy. Photo collage by Lily Wieleba.



Weather means embracing different seasons of life; growing, adapting,  
changing with time and seasons. 

- Alana -

I think of weathering a storm; withstanding the changes and difficulties of life. 
- Tim -

Weather is a constant. Always changing but also cyclical and vital to all life. Weather interacts  
with every landscape and every creature, destructively but also regeneratively. 

- Willow -

Weather is mutable yet everlasting, an abiotic representation of evolution and change. 
- Julia -

Weather is something that will always exist in some form no matter what. Comforting.
- Emma -

When the weather is nice, I will take a long walk.  
- John -

Weather and seasons inform my experience with nature. Weather influences all the phases  
of my process from gathering clay, to firing the vessels. Collecting clay and experiencing its  

nature as the weather shifts. Looking at branches as seasons change from fall to spring.  
Weather is part of my process. 

- Caro -

I like when it storms so hard that it feels like the middle of the world might be shaking and it might 
never stop but then it does and you come outside and everything seems brand new.

- Hazel -

Weather changes, so does art. 
- Lily -
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